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7. Innovative eHealth Solutions Award 

Name： ICT Innovation in Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound 

Short description： 
    A Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound is an image capturing device and system integrating 
colored images, thermal images and 3D images with the application of AI smart technology to 
capture the surface topography of the wounds, attaining an estimated accuracy of 85% for the 
wound size as well as the tissue (granulation, carrion and necrosis) ratio. The measurement data is 
automatically generated by AI analysis within seconds then shared to the web platform where the 
information can be accessed by either attending physician or MDT（Multiple Disciplinary Team）

anytime and anywhere to evaluate the healing progression and determine the best treatment 
approach.  

 

Global Impact/Potential (30%)   

 

Figure 1. Wound Care Market by Region (USD Billion) 

 



    According to MarketsandMarkets, the global wound care market is projected to reach USD 
24.8 billion by 2024 from USD 19.8 billion in 2019, at a CAGR of 4.6% from 2019 to 2024. 
Among the patients with chronic wounds, the highest number of patients with diabetes 
increased the fastest. Wound care population in Taiwan is about 6.578 million, including acute 
5.98 million, chronic 0.51 million, burn 0.09million. As the prevalence of diabetes in Taiwan 
is 10.83%, where 15% of the patients will be faced with chronic wounds. Not only chronic 
wounds heal slowly, but also easily cause infection, repeated medication, surgical 
debridement, and even lead to septicemia which endangers the patents’ lives. 

 

    Wound care methods are complex and diverse. It is not easy for a general nurse to recognize 
the cause and deliver the best treatment (for example: stagnation reasons, dressing selection, 
change the frequency, care problems, wound reset). Clinical statistics shows, through a 
professional wound physician to develop wound care program, the wound healing time can 
be shortened by an average of 50% or 25 days. However, there are currently only 70 
international WCET certificate of professional wound physician in Taiwan, compared to 
general care nurses there are 68,000 people, the lack of professional wound care can be seen.   

 

     Measuring the area of wound is also challenging. The traditional approach for wound size 
assessment is to place a wound ruler near the wound to measure its length and width. However, 
it may increase the risks of infection if the tool is not sterilized well. On the other hand, human 
errors in wound measurement and assessment is not only avoidable, but this invasive method  
might disturb wound healing process. With regards to wound care records, the wound 
documentation can be very time consuming. In traditional, the data is normally typed into 
systems by the nurse. In general, the quality of recorded contents is subject to personal 
understanding and convenience of the wound care nurse on duty, which might lead the 
inaccuracy or inconsistency between the wound care records. 

 

    According to the British National Health Service (UNAIDS), it is possible to reduce the 
cost of wound care by £ 1.38 billion annually if the wounds care program can be conducted 
via a smart system with ICT solutions. If the wound care provider can assist with ICT aids, 
observe the changes in the wound, provide quantitative data, as a reference for the care 
program, will be able to save communication time, reduce cognitive differences and improve 
care quality. 

 

    The medical institutions without enough wound care professionals can adequately benefit 
from the advantages brought from ICT innovation implementing on the medical care system 
today.  



 
 

Figure 2. The chronic wound smart care service description 

 
Innovative Features and Functionalities (10%) 

 
The Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound from ITRI allows medical personnel to obtain 

objective colored images, IR images and 3D(depth) images of the wound, and further provides the 
following through the wound determination supporting analysis system: location and size of the 
wound bed, wound tissue condition ratio, wound bed temperature distribution, and remote 
consultation…etc.; professional wound treating personnel with sharp observations towards the 
causes of the wounds are capable of independent judgement and treatment of wounds, thereby 
shortening the healing time by 25 days or twice as fast; through the integration of several wound 
sensors and the presentation analysis ability, more objective image data can be provided to conduct 
evaluation and record, as well as search according to similar cases to extract the care experience 
from doctors and wound and ostomy therapists, thereby providing professional observation items 
and treatment references for the frontline nursing personnel.  

 



 

Figure 3. The Importance of Sensor Data towards the Evaluation of Wound Healing 

 

The innovative technology for A Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound software and 
hardware: 

1. The image capturing device (colored + thermal + 3D): The lightweight allows nursing 
personnel to use with one hand and take several sensor images with ease when treating wounds, 
thereby obtaining data such as wound bed and the peripheral skin conditions, including the 
temperature and blood circulation data from the wound surface to 2mm under the epidermis, the 
area and depth of the wound, as well as the distribution and ratio of various types of wound tissues. 

2. Wound Care Analysis Platform: The goal of this care platform is to assist in the recording of 
wounds, it is a convenient web platform, where there is no need for doctors or nursing personnel 
to input the data when checking up on patients’ conditions, but data such as wound colors, 
temperatures, blood circulation, and swollen degree…etc. can be collected via the wound sensor 
and presented on the assistive software in synchronization, thereby helping the nursing personnel 
to evaluate the looks of the wound bed as well as the peripheral conditions; the nursing personnel 
can quickly review the wound history on the device to compare with the healing progress of the 
patient’s wound, and then the draft report is completed and uploaded by the system automatically 
to reduce the load of administrative operating procedures on the medical personnel. 

3. AI Evaluation of Wound Size and Tissue Ratio Calculation: With the colored and 3D images 
of the wound, the scope of the wound is detected to estimate the area, wound depth, wound bed 
depression and swelling level; colored images are integrated with thermal images to identify the 
wound bed tissue types and the area ratio of the various types via in-depth learning, as well as 
estimation of wound size, offering an 85% accuracy for wound scope integration, and 85% for 



wound tissue categorization and identification, as well as providing the geometric data for the 
various types of wounds. 

 

Figure 4. Application scenarios for capturing and cloud computing about the chronic wound 

 

PRODUCT COMPARISON 

A comparison table with more details, which sums up all innovative characteristics of the Smart-
Care Solution for Chronic Wound to the other similar products in the market, is as below: 

 



Scalability (30%) 

 
The innovative solution provides a comprehensive solution for diagnosis, prognosis, and 
treatment of wounds. The fundamental theory of the technology is based on the advantages of 
in-depth learning towards image detection and analysis, conducting training by providing a 
tremendous number of wound images, as well as utilizing ICT technological wound 
photography module with embedded operating unit to allow the accomplishment of auto 
wound detection.  In terms of the Scalability, there are some perspectives in Smart-Care 
Solution for Chronic Wound. 

 

Integrated with HIS (hospital information system) and EMR (Electronic Medical 
Record) 

Our solution is compliant with the HTTPS, which provides secure channel for hospitals when 
we are integrated with HIS or EMR from different medical institutions by API. The role and 
functions of the solution in the whole IT system of Hospitals can be expanded through the 
integration with HIS (hospital information system) and EMR(Electronic Medical Record) 
which the hospital can have an all in on system to manage the whole process that keeps the 
smooth operation.   

  

Connected with the Insurance companies 

The innovative solution for wound care can also generate automatically the standard forms 
for patients to apply the medical claims with the insurance companies or government related 
medical department.    

 
Build up Wound Healing Bank 

Our Artificial Intelligence and analytics tools use real data to predict how a wound will heal. 
We team up with the wound ostomyand continence nursing related Association and group of 
home care providers to be a pioneer establishing wound healing bank through the application 
of our solutions. Clinicians can use our data models to draw important insights leveraging the 
largest 3D wound database in the world.  

 
Scale up and Speed up Wound Care Service Capabilities 

The capabilities of wound care personnel can be built up in a short period by the assistance of 
ICT innovation, and the hospitals can be also benefit from it to reduce the cost on wound care 
as the whole process of wound care speeds up.  
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5. Scale up and Speed up Wound Care Service Capabilities 
 
Proven Solution (30%) 
 

 Reduce the workload of the documentation by 64% in average 
It has been successfully implemented into medical institutes to reduce the workload of the 
documentation by 64% in average. We are cooperating with several large educational 
hospitals, for example, Tri-Service General Hospital, National Taiwan University Hospital 
Yunlin Branch, National Taiwan University Hospital Hsinchu Branch and Hualien Tzu Chi 
Hospital, etc., to prove that the solution significantly assists the wound care personnel save 
their time on measuring the wound data and recording the data on the routine forms.  

 
 Cut the healing day in almost half (from 180 days to 100 days for the best scenario) 

We are working with some large educational hospitals to collect a number of cases for 
continuously Optimizing the process of wound diagnosis, evaluation, and treatments. The 
hospitals implementing the solution found it beneficial to have a convenient and secure 
solution which help shorten the healing time significantly. For example, one case from 
National Taiwan University Hospital Hsinchu Branch, it cut the healing day in almost half 
(from 180 days to 100 days).  
 

  Co-create with the leading companies to build up an innovative Service Model 

We cooperate with the leaders of the medical industry as a Grand Alliance, included of the 
companies who develop the medical materials and devices, as well as the System 
integrators, to build up a service model for the hospitals, long-term care centers, clinics, 



communities, home service providers to benefit from the ICT innovation. Meanwhile, we 
are dedicate to ensure that existing healthcare resources can be integrated with AI solutions, 
to boost performance and add value to care services. We also share our own clinical 
application experience to control the production of images of sufficient quality for AI 
interpretation, to reduce the practical barriers for the implementation of the technologies. 

 

 Establish wound healing bank and promote the application of ICT innovation 
We work with the members of associations who cultivate in the field for years and group 
of home care providers from different locations to be a pioneer establishing wound healing 
bank, which help the similar case analysis. We also connect with the local medical teams 
who have fewer resources to help them benefit from the convenience and better treat their 
patients. 

 

 Technology Transfer 
- Medimaging Integrated Solution Inc. (MiiS) 2019 
- ZoeTek 2019 

 
 
YOUR NOMINEES (limit two nominations per award category):  

Service Systems Technology Center (SSTC) of Industrial Technology Research 
Institute (ITRI) 

 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is 
qualified):  

 

Benefits towards Human Life 

 Minimize the workload of medical professionals 
Due to the shortage of trained health care professionals and the disparity in medical care 
resources, it is critical for scientists to drive digital transformation through innovative 
digital technology and to research solutions to demographic problems by prioritizing 
healthcare innovation. This solution aims to address different digital technologies, such as 
automatic wound border delineation, the standardized data collection, wound assessment 
and documentation, which can allow to reduce the workload of medical professionals. 

 Eliminate the patient’s anxiety and pains caused by manually collecting wound data 
Instead of using a ruler and q tips to collect the wound date which can easily make the 
patients uncomfortable, the new innovation enables the whole process of wound 
measurement to be as simple as taking a picture by a cell phone or a tablet within seconds. 



The solution uses the latest technology to quickly and accurately capture the 3D details of 
wound bed, as well as the surface topography including of color and thermal images while 
no skin tearing could possibly have been led to. 

 

Potentiality for Future Technological Development  

 Increase the efficiency of diagnose and treatment method selection  
With data immediately shared via a connected cloud server and subsequent transmission 
to medical centers for prescriptions, the information can be timely accessed at any time and 
from anywhere for virtual MDT and specialist care. By incorporating the latest advances 
in artificial intelligence and deep learning, the system gives the professionals the power to 
make data-driven medical decisions to improve the use of medical resources and 
effectively treat patients.  
 

 Reduce the medical disparity between urbans and suburban areas by innovative 
technologies 
Meanwhile, even in the suburban areas where are lack in well-trained wound care nurses, 
the frontline technicians can use the innovative technologies to get real time assistance 
from the professionals via conference call built in the device. The professionals from 
anywhere can easily access the high-quality images and analysis, then evaluate the healing 
progression and provide the frontline technicians with the appropriate treatment methods. 
 

 Facilitate the development of Telemedicine and eHealth 
The clear evidence of an acceleration in the adoption of digital technologies is one of the 
key positive aspects concerning the response to COVID-19. The healthcare of the future 
will look completely different from the current system, and will focus on predictive, 
preventative, personalized, participatory and contactless but connected care, to safeguard 
our lives and our livelihoods. This Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound provides 
governments, health organizations and medical institutions with an opportunity to rethink 
the benefits of implanting AI solutions into existing healthcare equipment, allowing them 
to boost performance, provide improved care services, and assist medical professionals 
remotely and more safely. Meanwhile, patients who are sheltered in place will be able to 
access medical services and avoid going to hospital, where they would be exposed to risks 
of infection, or delaying essential routine treatments. This service model applied to the 
healthcare system has been improving both health outcomes and the efficiency and cost–
effectiveness of services.  

 

Conclusion 

The smart-care solution for chronic wound designed by ITRI provides an innovation 
service model for wound care, while it applies artificial intelligence to assist wound 
care decision making and innovation application of dressings, breakthrough in the past 
only applied color images for wound status assessment, into a multi-dimensional 
information analysis (color, three-dimensional and thermal images). The solution not 



only enhance the service capacity of medical staff, but also reduce the misjudgment of 
wound care and improve the quality of wound care. Its significant contribution to ICT 
innovation for Medical areas deserves an WISTA Global ICT Excellent Award. 

 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the 
address above, including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web 
site print-out, press release, etc.) 
 
 
Demo Clip: ICT Innovation in Smart-Care Solution for Chronic Wound 
                        https://youtu.be/6P3TyzdhkvI 

 
 

 
 
 

2019/12/05 Healthcare + Expo Taiwan 

 《BioSpectrum》2019 Healthcare + Expo Taiwan Kick starts with a grandeur 
ceremony at Taipei 

 《BioSpectrum》 Expo brought together 600 exhibitors from 17 countries, with over 

1850 booths illustrating revolutionary approaches and technology 



 《Manila Standard》 Taiwan to further advance healthcare with tech 

 

 https://health.udn.com/health/story/5999/4213082 
 https://aoiea.itri.org.tw/tc/event_1_in.aspx?id=665&chk=15d32b09-3a28-4ec7-9984-

98b94e4c77d7 
 https://www.ithome.com.tw/news/134792 
 http://ai.cisanet.org.tw/case_content.php?id=34 
 https://www.facebook.com/sstc.itri.tw/posts/541875309901066/ 

 
 

  

  


